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A world first for
Automechanika

Dear readers,
if you have been reading
our magazine regularly,
you should know that we
are a quite "patented" com-
pany. This is just really
important, due to the fact
that innovations, as we
launch them, cause a lot of
copyists. It's not only them
who frequently underesti-
mate the technical stan-
dards, but it's also their
customers who do the
same. The consequence is,
which is not seldom at all,
that those who need pro-
fessional equipment, pur-
chases, in the end,
ROMESS equipment.Our
customers are aware of the
quality of our devices. If
you should not be among
them until now, we would
like to take the chance to
convince you: We will be
pleased to welcome you at
our stand on the Autome-
chanika!

Enjoy yourselves while
reading 

Yours Werner Rogg 

In hall 8, corridor L, at stand no. 41 a highlight
in the sector of workshop equipment awaits the
visitors of the Automechanika in Frankfurt: On
the occasion of the most important trade fair
worldwide ROMESS presents from 14th
September as the world's first, which certainly
will earn a lot of attention: The biaxial angular
measuring device 09710. It is the first measuring
device, which does not  require any horizontal
measuring bench: The angle of the vehicle can
be measured in any position, as the biaxial angu-
lar measuring device 09710 is equipped with an
automatic zero compensation towards the hori-
zon. 
Conventional angular measuring devices have to
be adjusted in a laborious way to the zero posi-
tion towards the horizon. This is not the case with
the new device of ROMESS. Our biaxial angular
measuring device adjusts itself automatically to
the horizon. Thus makes it possible to record the
measuring values (of vehicles or other devices
which have to be measured) in a fast as well as
precise way from any angular position in the bia-
xial angular measuring device 09710. This devi-
ce uses the capacity of its two modern sensors in
an optimal way. Conventional devices are also
partly equipped with two measuring sensors,
but only one determines the value in rela-
tion to the driving direction,  i.e. the
deviation in relation to the horizon.
The second measuring sensor ser-
ves only for the checking of the
measuring points. However, the
ingenious software of the angular
measuring device 09710 makes it
possible that the zero point is deter-
mined automatically by means of
the second sensor. "This is why the
application of our new device is
extremely comfortable", states Mr.
Werner Rogg who developed this device.

Therefore the device should draw a lot of atten-
tion among the customers. First of all users who
must make various re-measurements or quality
controls will benefit from the new technology. It's
also very well designed externally and equipped
with an user-friendly body and an extra large
color display. The 09710 disposes of an univer-
sal memory which permits its user to save a
great number of nominal values of the devices to
be measured. 
The angular measurement is patent-protected.
Not only the device is patent-protected, but also
"procedures and equipment for the measure-
ment of the relative angular position of vehicle
components". Copyists won't have any chance to

take advantage of this
ingenious con-

cept.

An extraordinary
attractive new
product: Werner
Rogg with his bia-
xial angular mea-
suring device
09710.
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Recovery
According to the information of
the market-research company
Dataforce in Frankfurt the busi-
ness of company cars is going
quite well at present. Car manu-
facturers and dealers sell in this
market segment approx. 50.000
vehicles per month - after infor-
mation of Dataforce. Thereby
the classic market segment con-
tinues its careful recovery. In the
year 2009 the sales volume
increased by 10 per cent. 

Borders opened
The borders in the car distribu-
tion business are opened as
well. A representative survey of
the market-research company
Innofact shows: 72 per cent of
the Germans would take into
consideration to buy their cars in
other European countries.
Despite the fact that they are in
principle prepared to do so, the
hurdles still are too high -
approx. 30 per cent fear the red
tape. 

Youth driving 
In Germany more and more cars
are registered to women.
Meanwhile one out of three
adults holds an own car. During
the last year approx. 441 000
cars have been registered to
female car drivers up to 24 years
(600 000 men). Regarding the
age group of 55 years and up
twice as much men than women
drive. 

Testing lights
The lights test which is organi-
zed by the motor-vehicle trade
and the traffic service together is
considered as the biggest road-
safety campaign of the year.
Approx. ten million people will
participate. This year the cam-
paign will start on 1st October
themed "clearly visible - even
during the daytime" and will
focus on the increased safety of
daylight running lights.
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40 years of ROMESS

INFO
The S 15 is great. It also can be
a scrumptious brake-maintenan-
ce device. For more than 20
years Mr. Volker Horstmann
goes along with the company
ROMESS as tax counsellor and
financial auditor. 
Therefore he came up with a

special idea on the occasion of
the 40th company anniversary.
He presented a gateau which
resembled the device S 15 of
ROMESS. 

This inventive idea was well
received especially since the
fancy gift did not only look good,
but tasted excellent.

ROMESS gained an important support for the export depart-
ment: Mrs. Christine Effinger is new at ROMESS. From now
on she will be responsible for export, administration and
marketing business. Thereby one of her key aspects will be
the acquisition of new business. Although her family name
does not reveal it at all: Christine Effinger is Scottish born:
Thus she often can communicate in her English mother ton-
gue in future. So she is not the only native speaker in the
international business at ROMESS: Italian, French and
Russian born employees handle the enquiries of companies
from foreign countries.

An inventive idea: Financial auditor, Mr. Volker Horstmann, a com-
panion of the company ROMESS since many years, gave a delicious
S 15 gateau to Mr. Rogg. 

Das S 15 schmeckt

A new employee at ROMESS

Products: A perfected RNW 2009 

ROMESS offers
with the steering-wheel

balance RNW 2009 a straight
solution for workshops. The RNW 2009 can be
mounted within a twinkling of an eye on every
steering wheel common on the market, i.e. is
appropriate for every brand. A perfected version
with a bigger memory for measuring values, a

mini USB-interface
and an optimised
mounting system will
be presented on the Autome-
chanika. Therewith any pressure marks on stee-
ring wheels made of imitation leather is exclu-
ded. Furthermore the RNW 2009 is equipped
with a charge-state display.



Dilara Gönder (27 years old) is the new face of the
Formula 1. She is a TV star in her native country as
"Kerner" in this country. The beautiful TV reporter
works for the leading TV networks TRT 1. She inter-
views top athletes  as Schumi or Vettel. Thereby
she makes headlines herself in the country which is
really racing enthused. However she is not only very
present in sports magazines, but also in glossy magazi-
nes as e.g. "the Cosmopolitan". 
What the fewest know: Dilara Gönder is very close to the
ROMESS brand. Her father Mr. Bülent Gönder works in
Antalya for the R&D company Roetes Ltd. Sti. which is
connected to ROMESS. Her mother Mrs. Nurhan Gönder
is responsible for business communication for ROMESS
in Turkey. During her academic studies the today's for-
mula 1 presenter has been supported by ROMESS by
means of a scholarship. This has been a great aid for
Dilara's way to the top. 
Mr. Werner Rogg, managing director of ROMESS is very
proud on the fact that she has come a long way: "We saw
her lately on TV. Dilara made an interview with Michael
Schumacher. She does it very well."
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Formula 1-girl
Dilara likes
ROMESS 

A reliable partner
ROMESS exists since 40 years
and since 38 years we work toget-
her with our dutch partner, the
company Amtech (Almere). Mr.
Frans Brouwer, business mana-
ger of the new company Amtech
Supplies (please see photo on the

right hand), always is a welcome
guest in our company. During the
meeting with Mr. Brouwer the
team of ROMESS coordinated the
cooperation. On this occasion
they prepared the annual plan
with the dutch partner. 

The world of Dilara: The daughter (27 years old) of Roetes employee
Mr. Bülent Gönder is the number one of the formula 1 on TV. The for-
mula 1 drivers are pleased to be interviewed by the charming TV
reporter (please see photo above). No wonder: Dilara Gönder is the
new face of the racing scene and a star in Turkey. 
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Soft brakes, hard crash. An experience which general-
ly is made by customers of workshops who use low-
cost devices of competitors. Real workshop professio-
nals are fully aware of the fact that the solid quality of
ROMESS, being made in Germany, is worth its salt.
Since the devices of the market and technology leading
company work by means of a clever system, which
other companies do not have. Car specialists know that
there are 3 good reasons to count on ROMESS in the
field of brake maintenance. 
Reason 1: The filling speed
During the ventilation and filling process of a braking
system, quite a lot depends on the correct filling
speed. The brake fluid should neither be filled in too
quickly nor too slowly. Otherwise air bubbles can arise.
This affects the brake performance. 

Reason 2: The correct quantity per time
In order to assure that air completely exhausts during the ventilation and filling
process from the wheel cylinder, a certain brake-fluid quantity should be directed
per minute in the brake system. This knowledge is based on the law of Gay-
Lussac. According to this law gases expand proportionally with increasing tem-
perature, if the pressure remains constantly.  
Reason 3: the correct partner
Since decades the company ROMESS manufactures devices for  brake mainte-
nance. Consequently, since the beginning the devices have been adapted to the
requirements  of renown car manufacturers and technical inspection authorities.
Prototype tests were obligatory since then. However competitors do neither have
a comparable know-how nor equivalent quality standards. Furthermore the devi-
ces of ROMESS can be operated by one single person in a very comfortable,
clean and easy way. The Mercedes expert Peter Dewald shows the handling
in the application video under www.romess.de.

ROMESS: 3 good reasons

Comfortable and safe. This is how
brake fluid is changed by means of
devices of ROMESS. Car specialist
Peter Dewald shows during an appli-
cation video how the devices work.
There's only one thing left to do:
Thumbs up (please see photo below).

PremiumLine

BusinessLine

EcoLine

The best which is offered on the market.
For users who want to have a “long-distan-
ce runner” for their workshop. 

Reliable technology of ROMESS at attracti-
ve conditions shall approach workshop
specialists who requires quality, but pay
also attention to the price. 

Functional technique at a most economic
price. Users profit also in this case by the
know-how of the market leader in the
brake-maintenance sector.

Our actual tip for the PremiumLine: S 15
The S 15 is an all-rounder and regarding the capacity designed for
such applications where in view of the daily quantity of changes of
brake-fluid the refilling is economically justifiable. Tank volume: 19
liters. It goes without saying that also this device is specially appro-
priate for ABS systems.  

Our actual tip for the BusinessLine: S 20 DUO
The ROMESS S 20 DUO is a brake maintenance device suited for
the use of cans up to 20 liters. It can be dismantled by only a few
screws. By means of this device hydraulic braking systems can be
maintained in a comfortable way. The version S 20 DUO is availa-
ble with pre-drainage, the S 20 without pre-drainage.

Our actual tip for the EcoLine: SE 8 B
The SE 8 B is the first brake-maintenance device by ROMESS in
modular building method. That brings cost advantages for the dis-
patch, because the equipment can be extremely compactly packed.
The customer receives three modules and he will be able to build
the device together very fastly Containers up to 20 l are used. 


